The New
Migration:
Welcome to
the Cloud

Introduction
First of all let us answer a simple question: Why do customers migrate to cloud?
The answer is rather complex, but the main benefits are pretty simple:
1. There is no need to take care about hardware availability, reliability and maintenance.
2. Relatively stable performance of hosted applications.
3. Easy backup process of the whole system or its part.
This information can be found in almost any marketing prospect on Cloud Computing and Cloud Hosting.
This document is centered on less obvious concepts.
It reveals the areas that you should care about before and during migration to a Cloud environment and explains
why you should do that.
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problem statement
If you own an in-house or static hosted infrastructure, one day you will inevitably end up asking yourself: ‘To
migrate or not to migrate?’ That will be the sign you should give Cloud a chance and evaluate its benefits and costs.
Let us review a simple questionnaire.

#

Question
Q: Which Cloud Provider (CP) has enough capacity to host your infrastructure?

E.g.

A: Almost every CP has enough capacity to host up to several thousand servers, so this is not
the issue to worry about.

1

Does the CP provide steady and acceptable performance of hosted servers and stable networking
speed?

2

Does the CP have a provision for dynamic scaling of selected servers in accordance with user-defined
metrics?

3

Does the CP give a possibility of automatic server recovery after failure?

4

Status



Does the CP support infrastructure network isolations and is it secure enough?
Note: This service can be crucial for payment systems, clients’ private data transactions, etc.

5

Does the CP offer backup for the entire system or a selected server?
Can you use it at any moment of time?

6

Does the CP provide a mechanism for restoration of the entire system or a selected server?
How easily can you restore the previous version?
Can you build a similar development/testing and production environments for reasonable costs?

7

Note: This provides for relatively quick automation acceptance testing with consistent and predictable
results for every environment. This approach also allows separating data-related issues from
environment-related ones.
Can you easily move components and code from test/development to production environment?

8

Note: As long as environments are identical, Cloud environment will feature lower maintenance
and configuration costs.

Those are the questions that hide behind shiny marketing prospects. It is worth investigating each of them carefully
before making the final decision, whether ‘To migrate or not to migrate?’
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proposed solution
Answers to the questions from the above questionnaire can be based on one’s feelings or statements made by
Cloud Provider representatives. We advise answering them based on tests and calculations.
criteria analysis
The whole process will consist of two phases ‒ Static and Dynamic checks.
Static checks should be focused on verifying, whether an application is ready to migrate, and preparation of all
migration plans.
Dynamic checks should be focused on proof of concepts for each phase of migration and selecting a proper Cloud
to migrate.
Static Activities
• High-level architecture analysis
• Gathering of performance expectations
Dynamic Activities
1. Does the CP provide steady and acceptable performance of hosted servers and stable networking speed?
a. Evaluation of existing (if present) servers’ performance (different from performance of application);
b. Evaluation of similar servers’ performance in the Cloud. Comparing the results of both tests;
c. Running a set of simple application performance tests on an existing environment (if present) to gather
initial performance metrics for the whole system and its components;
d. Setting up a similar environment in the Cloud with desired network and architecture settings and
conducting the same performance tests. Comparing the results of both tests.
2. Does the CP have a provision for dynamic scaling of selected servers in accordance with user-defined metrics?
a. Checking for performance changes during system scaling.
3. Does the CP give a possibility of automatic server recovery after failure?
a. Verification of system’s reliability using the ‘chaos monkey’ approach on infrastructure level.
4. Does the CP support infrastructure network isolations and is it secure enough?
a. Verify network isolation models and security of data transfers between the application modules/services.
5. Does the CP offer backup for the entire system or a selected server? Can you use it at any moment of time?
6. Does the CP provide a mechanism for restoration of the entire system or a selected server? How easily can you
restore the previous version?
7. Can you build a similar development/testing and production environments for reasonable costs?
a. Verification of component’s portability and backup-restore compatibility.
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Out of Scope for Migration Testing
• All types of functional testing
• All types of application security testing
• All types of GUI related testing
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brief description of activities
STATIC ACTIVITIES
High-level Architecture Analysis
Our efforts will be focused on two things:
1. Ensure each component/service can be put into a separate instance.
This can be helpful during performance issues/investigation of improvements.
2. Explore communication between components/services/applications.
This point will be helpful during configuration of networking isolation and also help in future investigations of
performance issues.
Outcome:
• List of architectural suggestions concerning general application improvement before migration
• List of networking suggestions that can be improved before migration to cloud
Gathering Performance Expectations
We need to collect all performance expectations from a customer, and review existing performance tests to ensure
their stability and coverage. We should advise to write additional performance tests if needed.
In case there are no performance tests available, we can create some, but this should be provided in the initial
agreement.
Outcome:
• Set of the desired performance metrics
• List of suggestions and improvements for existing performance tests for application
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dynamic ACTIVITIES
Evaluation of Existing Servers’ Performance
We have to collect initial data from the servers that are actually running the application. The data includes:
• CPU performance and speed
• RAM performance and speed
• HDD performance, I/O and speed
• Networking performance between servers/services
This information is required to formalize and/or correct a baseline for the servers we are looking for from
Cloud providers.
Outcome:
• Information about current servers’ performance
• Correction suggestions (which of the parameters should be improved in the Cloud)
evaluation of the cloud server’s performance
We need to run desired servers in the Cloud and compare the performance metrics gathered during the previous
test (CPU, RAM, HDD, Networking) with actual Cloud results.
We have to do that more than once because none of the currently available Clouds can guarantee stable values on
these parameters throughout the day. Therefore we need to be sure that we choose proper servers, satisfying our
requirements.
Note: During this test we will change the desired configuration of servers and compare the results. We strongly
believe that this is instrumental to saving time and money.
Outcome: Suitable server shapes and configurations for application hosting.
Running Performance Tests on Existing Environment (if available)
This step is needed to measure current performance of the application and its components. As a result, we will get
an initial set of metrics for migration. Also we need to measure ghost traffic in the system and find out its sources.
The last but not the least is measuring resources consumption for all of the system’s components.
Outcome: List of measured metrics for application and its components including performance and system
resources consumption.
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Setup Similar Environment in the cloud (production mostly)
Here we run the same set of the tests to ensure the performance is not decreased or at least be able to find out
the core of its fluctuations. As soon as we get a performance delta between two environments we will need to pay
attention to configuration of Cloud-related infrastructure to provide almost similar performance results
Outcome: Hardware performance delta between environments.
Possibly: Additional set of improvements for application to be more cloud compatible.
Network Isolation and Data Transfer Security
On the one hand this can be done by a customer’s QA team, but on the other we need to be sure that we have done
what was expected from us before passing the matter to the customer’s QA team.
Outcome: Networking report.
Possibly: Additional set of improvements to increase the application performance.
Verification of Portability
Portability is one of the most crucial issues in the client’s application. Scalability and reliability are both impossible
unless the application’s components are portable. To verify portability we need to backup each of system’s
components and launch it as a new instance or a component. After launch we should verify that this component
receives requests from a load balancing system.
Outcome: Portability report per component with portability issues.
Verification of Application’s Reliability
As far as reliability of the application and its components in the Cloud is concerned, we need to be sure that: each
component is auto-recoverable and auto-scalable. The ‘chaos monkey’ approach has proven to be the best for
verification of auto-recovery function of a Cloud infrastructure. We must be sure that non-critical failures on the
infrastructure level will be dealt with by the Cloud itself.
Outcome: Reliability report with a list of reliability problems within the application.
Possibly: Additional set of improvements for the application to be more Cloud-ready.
Performance Changes during System Scaling
We need to find out the best scaling schemas for the application. We need to give different types of load into the
system, monitor which components should be scaled, scale them and verify proof of the concept.
Outcomes: Scale schemas for different load types.
Possibly: Additional set of improvements to increase application performance.
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static activities
At the end of this phase we get a signed SOW for migrations or a request to close the migration project.
Customer’s Action

Customer’s Transactions

Cloud Consulting Actions

customer’s responsibility zone
Customer

Engineering room

Cloud Consulting Transactions

cloud consulting responsibility zone
Cloud admins

Place order

Create project
Request for project
architecture and
performance and pricing
expectations

Preparation of architecture description and
performance and pricing expectations

Static Activities. Readiness to Migration

Cloud consulting

Analysis and preparation of improvement list.
(e.g. separation of services, additional tests to
be conducted)
Tests execution to provide with requested data
Initial migration
plan creation

Internal improvement discussion

Improvements and initial migration plan discussion

Document
agreements

Analyzing possibilities and prices of available
Clouds to define long list for Dynamic phase.

Sign-off for
migration
no

Finalization of
Migration plan

yes

Proceed to next
phase

Close project
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dynamic activities
Forming a short list of Cloud Providers
At the end of this phase we get a short list of Cloud Provides that can provide our Customer with a suitable
infrastructure and HW performance.

customer’s responsibility zone
Customer

Engineering room

cloud consulting responsibility zone
Cloud admins

Cloud consulting

Dynamic activities. Phase 1. Forming Short list of Cloud providers

Request for access
to customer’s
infrastructure
Guarantee access
Execution of servers HW performance tests

Report with current
HW performance
metrics

Prepare list of desired HW corrections to be
met during migration (e.g. more RAM, faster
CPU, etc.)

Execution of servers HW tests through multiple Cloud
providers to found Cloud providers with
suitable HW performance

Prepare extended
report after both
tests with short list of
Cloud providers that
can provide with
suitable servers and
initial pricing for
hosting

Meeting for discussion of phase result
no

Analyze feedback, perform needed actions

Sign-off phase

Proceed to next
phase

yes
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Selecting Proper Cloud for Application
At the end of this phase we get the exact Cloud that is the most suitable for the Customer’s application hosting.

customer’s responsibility zone
Customer

cloud consulting responsibility zone

Engineering room

fail

pass

Dynamic activities. Phase 1. Selecting proper Cloud

Cloud consulting
Request for
infrastructure on
shortlisted Clouds

Building of
infrastructure

Deploy application

Smoke testing

Cloud admins

Smoke Performance
tests

Correcting
infrastructure
Analyzing results and calculation of
performance delta

Performance
testing
Infrastructure
failures
observed

yes

Verification of reliability
Verification of networking secureness
Verification of portability
Verification of scalability

Remove Clouds, that failed
tests from short list

Tune configuration
Functional
testing

no
If more then one Cloud
left, select by price.
The lower the better
Meeting for discussion of phase result

Phase Sign-off

Analyze feedback, perform needed actions

no

Proceed to next
phase

yes
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Building Requested Infrastructure and Signing SOW

customer’s responsibility zone
Customer

Engineering room

cloud consulting responsibility zone
Cloud admins

Building requested infrastructure and signing SOW

Building
production
environment
infrastructure

Cloud consulting
Request for
infrastructure on
shortlisted Clouds

Building dev
and QA
environment
infrastructure

Configuring interfaces for
continuous integration/deployment

Configuring CI
for work with
Cloud infrastructure

fail

Conduct training for Customer’s
IT how to build/deploy to servers

Infrastructure
acceptance
pass
Additional SOW for
infrastructure
support singed

SOW Sign-off

no

yes
Preparation of new
SOW for infrastructure
support
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summary
The described process of moving to the Cloud is consecutive and easy. Completing all the steps guarantees you
have a stable Cloud Capacity-nested project. Efficient and full utilization of the Cloud capacities will help you to
use your resources more rationally and get the most from what Cloud Computing offers. The aforementioned flow
provides you the information about standardization of customer consulting process before and in the course of
migration to the Cloud.
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